In this project we show the existence of arbitrary length arithmetic progressions in model sets and Meyer sets in the Euclidean d-space. We prove a van der Waerden type theorem for Meyer sets. We show that pure point subsets of Meyer sets with positive density and pure point diffraction contain arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length.
Introduction
The discovery of quasicrystals in 1980's [31] has triggered increased interest in structures with long range aperiodic order, usually shown via a clear diffraction pattern. The best mathematical models for quasicrystals are model sets. Introduced by Meyer in 1970's [21] , model sets and their subsets, called now Meyer sets, have been popularized in the area of aperiodic order by Lagarias [15, 14] and Moody [24, 23] . They are constructed via so-called cut-and project-schemes (CPS), which involve cutting a piece of a higher dimensional lattice, bounded around the real space, and projecting the points into the real space (see Def. 2.3 below for a precise definition).
Model sets with regular windows show long-range order via a clear pure point diffraction spectrum [12, 30, 7, 28, 17, 2, 29] , which can even be traced to the underlying lattice [29] . Meyer sets show long range order, in the form of a large pure point diffraction spectrum [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] , which is highly ordered [34, 36] .
The goal of this project is to show the existence of arbitrary long arithmetic progressions in model sets and Meyer sets, results which are of the same natures as classical theorems for subsets of Z. This is evidence of high coherence inside Meyer sets, which is a leftover of the lattice in the underlying CPS.
The existence of arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length in subsets of Z is well studied. In 1927, van der Waerden proved [39] the following theorem: Theorem 2.8 (van der Waerden's Theorem). Given any natural numbers k, r, there exists a number W (r, k), such that for any colouring of Z with r colors, and for any N ≥ W (r, k), the set {1, 2, 3, . . . , N } contains a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k.
Intuitively, this theorem says that if we split the integers into r disjoint sets, at least one of the sets will have arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length. Moreover, there exists a bound W (r, k) on how far one needs to go to find such an arithmetic sequence, which depends on k and r but it is independent of the splitting.
In 1975, Szemerédi extended the result, proving the following well known conjecture of Erdös and Turán [9] : Theorem 2.9 (Szemerédi's Theorem). [38] Let Λ ⊂ N be a subset with the property that dens(Λ) ∶= lim sup n ♯{1, 2, 3, ..., n} ∩ Λ n > 0 .
Then Λ contains arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length.
It is easy to see that Szemerédi's theorem implies van der Waerden's theorem; indeed any finite partition of N contains a set with positive density. It is also easy to construct subsets of N of zero density which don't contain arithmetic progressions of large length. For example, the set Λ = {2 n ∶ n ∈ N} cannot contain arithmetic sequences of length 3. Nevertheless, under suitable extra conditions, one can still hope to find arbitrary long arithmetic progressions in sets of zero upper density. In 2004, Green and Tao proved the following landmark result, solving the long-standing conjecture that the set of primes contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions.
Theorem (Green-Tao Theorem) [11] Let Λ ⊂ P be a subset of the primes with the property that
where π(N ) is the prime counting function. Then Λ contains arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length. A stronger version of Szemerédi's Theorem, which would imply the Green-Tao theorem, is the following famous conjecture of Erdös:
In all the results above, the existence of the arithmetic progressions can be traced to the high order present in Z and N. The goal of our project is to extend these results to highly ordered aperiodic structures, by studying the existence of arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length in model sets and Meyer sets. This is a natural generalization, as model sets are usually considered the natural candidate for "aperiodic" lattices, and Meyer sets are the natural candidate for "aperiodic" lattice subsets.
Given a set Λ ⊆ R d , by an arithmetic progression of length k we understand a sequence a 1 , a 2 , ..., a k ∈ Λ with the property that there exists some r ≠ 0 so that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have a j = a 1 + (j − 1)r. This is equivalent to
Given a model set ⋏(W ) (see Definition 2.4 below), we first prove the following van der Waerden type result: Theorem 4.4 (van der Waerden's theorem for model sets). Let Λ ⊂ R d be a model set. Then, for any positive integers r and k, there is some R > 0 such that for any colouring of Λ with r different colors, and for any x ∈ R d , the set Λ ∩ B R (x) contains a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k.
We then extend this result to Meyer sets (see Definition 2.6 below). Theorem 5.2 (van der Waerden's theorem for Meyer sets). Let Λ ⊂ R d be a Meyer set. Then, for any positive integers r and k, there is some R > 0 such that for any colouring of Λ with r different colors, and for any x ∈ R d , the set Λ ∩ B R (x) contains a monochromatic arithmetic progression of length k.
We should emphasize here that, while Theorem 5.2 implies Theorem 4.4, the proof of Theorem 5.2 uses Theorem 4.4, so proving Theorem 4.4 is necessary for our approach.
This generalizes some partial results in this direction obtained in [27, 20] . We complete the paper by showing that pure point diffractive subsets of Meyer sets of positive density contain arbitrary long arithmetic progressions. In particular, weak model sets of maximal density have this property.
Preliminaries
Recall first that a set Λ ⊆ R d is called relatively dense if there exists some R > 0 such that Λ + B R (0) = R d . In this case, if we want to emphasize the constant R, we will say that Λ is Rrelatively dense.
Here, for two sets A, B ⊂ G we denote by A ± B the Minkowski sum and/or difference
A set Λ ⊆ R d is called uniformly discrete if there exists some r > 0 such that, for all x, y ∈ Λ with x ≠ y we have d(x, y) ≥ r.
A set Λ ⊂ R d is called locally finite if, for each R > 0 the set Λ ∩ B R (0) is finite. This is equivalent to Λ being closed and discrete in R d . Definition 2.1. A finite sequence a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n in R d is called an arithmetic progression if a 2 − a 1 = a 3 − a 2 = ... = a n − a n−1 .
Remark 2.2. a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n is an arithmetic progression in R d if and only if, there exists some s, t such that, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have
Next, we review the notions of Cut and Project scheme, model set and Meyer set. For a general overview of these topics we recommend the monographs [2, 3] , as well as [21, 23, 24, 14, 30, 28, 17, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] . Definition 2.3. By a Cut and Project scheme, or simply (CPS), we understand a triple (R d , H, L) consisting of R d , a locally compact Abelian group (LCAG) H, together with a lattice (i.e. a discrete co-compact subgroup) L ⊂ R d × H, with the following two properties:
Given a CPS (R d , H, L) we usually denote by
L is a subgroup of R d , which is typically dense in R d . The first condition in the definition of a CPS implies that we can define a mapping ⋆ ∶ L → H, called the ⋆-mapping as
The range of the ⋆-mapping is
We can summarize a CPS in the following picture.
Definition 2.4. Given a CPS (R d , H, L) and some subset W ⊂ H, we denote by
If W has non-empty interior and compact closure, the set ⋏(W ) is called a model set.
An example of a CPS and a model set is included in Fig. 1 .
Of importance to us is the following result Next, we briefly review the concept of Meyer sets. For a more general review we recommend the paper [23] (or [36] for arbitrary LCAG) .
Of importance to us is the following characterization of Meyer sets.
Theorem 2.7. [23, 36] Let Λ ⊂ R d be relatively dense. Then, the following are equivalent.
(i) Λ is a Meyer set.
(ii) There exists a model set ⋏(W ) such that Λ ⊆ ⋏(W ).
(iii) Λ is locally finite and there exists a finite set F such that
Arithmetic progressions in sets of natural numbers. In this subsection we review the van der Vaerden and Szemerédi Theorems.
Theorem 2.8 (van der Waerden Theorem). [39] Given any natural numbers k, r, there exists a number W (r, k), such that, no matter how we color the integers Z with r colors, for each N ≥ W (n, k), in the set {1, 2, 3, . . . , N } we can find an arithmetic progression of length k whose elements are all of the same color.
Theorem 2.9 (Szemerédi Theorem). [38] Let Λ ⊂ N be a subset with the property that
2.2.
Diffraction. We complete the section by reviewing briefly the notion of pure point diffraction, which we will use in Section 6.
Note that in Section 6 we will only use the characterization (2) in Prop. 2.13 below, but we need to introduce the following concepts to be able to introduce Prop. 2.13. As we only need these concepts for some particular point sets, we restrict to this case and refer the reader to [2] for the more general case.
Next, we say that a subset Λ ⊂ R d has Finite Local Complexity (or FLC) if the set Λ − Λ is locally finite. Definition 2.10. Let Λ ⊂ R d be a set with FLC, and A n = [−n, n] d . We say that the autocorrelation γ of Λ exists with respect to A = {A n }, if, for all z ∈ Λ − Λ, the following limit exists
Given Λ ⊂ R d a set with FLC, the autocorrelation γ always exists with respect to some subsequence B of A [2, 5, 7, 30] .
Let Λ ⊂ R d be a set with FLC and assume that its autocorrelation γ exists with respect to some subsequence B of A. Then, there exists a positive measureγ on the R d ≃ R d such that [1, 8, 26] (1)
holds for all f ∈ C c (R d ), that is continuous compactly supported functions.
Here, for f, g ∈ C c (R d ) we use the standard notations
Definition 2.11. We call the measureγ from (1) the diffraction of Λ with respect to B.
We say that Λ is pure point diffractive with respect to B if the measureγ is a pure point measure.
Next, we review the following metric. For two uniformly discrete pointsets Λ and Γ, and let B be a fixed subsequence
The topology induced by this metric on the hull of a pointset is called the autocorrelation topology in [5, 6] . In [10] , the author refers to this as the Paterson topology, in [25] is called the statistical coincidence topology, while in [19] this is called the mean topology. Whenever the sequence B is clear from context, we will simply denote d B (Λ, Γ). We will use the following properties of this metric.
Of importance to us is the following result: 
For more general versions of Prop 2.13 see [10, 19] .
Arithmetic progressions in the Fibonacci Model set
Before looking at the general case, let us first look at the Fibonacci model set. For a detailed overview of this see [2, Chapter 7] .
Consider the following CPS: Proof. Pick some t ∈ ⋏([0, τ −1 n )). Then, by construction 0, t ⋆ , 2t ⋆ , ..., nt ⋆ ∈ [−1, τ −1) and hence 0, 0 + t, 0 + 2t, ..., 0 + nt ∈ Λ .
Next, we show that any element of the Fibonacci can be the first term of such a sequence, and for a fixed element in Fibonacci we list all the possible values of the common difference t. (b) For each s ∈ Λ we have
In particular, this set is relatively dense.
Proof. First note that, to have s, s + t ∈ Λ, we must have t ∈ Λ − Λ ⊂ L.
Next, for all s ∈ Λ, t ∈ L we have by the definition of Λ:
has non-empty interior, the claims follow now from Lemma 2.5.
Next, we provide a stronger version of Proposition 3.2. This will allow us prove a van der Waerden type theorem for the Fibonacci model set. Next, as (0, τ 2n ) has non-empty interior, the set ⋏((0, τ 2n )) is relatively dense by Lemma 2.5. Therefore, there exists some t ∈ ⋏((0, τ 2n )) ∩ (0, ∞). Let R ∶= A + nt. We claim that this R has the desired property.
This gives
Next, let us prove the following simple fact. 
From here, it follows immediately by induction that
This is possible as lim n→∞ τ ′ 2n−1 = 0 and lim n→−∞ τ ′ 2n−1 = lim n→∞ τ 2n−1 = ∞ .
This proves the fact. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 we get the following result. 
Now, color the set {1, 2, ..., N } the following way: color j with the color of a j . By Theorem 2.8, there exists an arithmetic progression l 1 < l 2 < .. < l k of length k of the same color.
Then, s + l 1 t, s + l 2 t, ..., s + l k t ∈ Λ ∩ [x, x + A] are k elements of the same color in arithmetic progression.
Arithmetic progressions in model sets
In this section we show that model sets in R d contain arbitrary long arithmetic progressions, and prove a van der Waerden type result for model sets. Next we prove the following preliminary lemma which we will need in this section. Proof. First, the set ⋏(U) is relatively dense by Lemma 2.5. Therefore, there exists some R ′ > 0, such that R d = ⋏(U) + B R ′ (0). In particular, there exists some y ∈ ⋏(U) {0}.
Fix such y, and define R = R ′ + d(y, 0). We claim that ⋏(U) {0} is R-relatively dense.
Indeed, let z ∈ R d . Then z ∈ ⋏(U)+B R ′ (0), and hence, there exists some a ∈ ⋏(U) such that d(z, a) < R ′ . We split the proof now in two cases. 
From here, it follows immediately that
The claim follows now from (3) and Lemma 4.1.
Next, we show that for each n we can find arithmetic progressions of length n within bounded gaps. 
Moreover, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n we have
This gives s, s + t, s + 2t, . . . , s + nt ∈ Λ ∩ B R (x) .
We now can prove:
Theorem 4.4 (van der Waerden's theorem for model sets). Let Λ ⊂ R d be a model set.
Then, for any given positive integers r and k, there is some R > 0 such that, if the points of Λ are colored, each with one of r different colors, then, for each x ∈ R d the set Λ ∩ B R (x) contains a nontrivial arithmetic progression of length k, with all elements of the same color.
Proof. Let N be so that the van der Waerden's theorem (Theorem 2.8) holds for r, k applied to {1, 2, ...N }.
By Lemma 4.3 there exists some compact R such that, for all x ∈ R d the set
contains a nontrivial arithmetic progression of length N . We claim that this R works. Consider any coloring of Λ with r colors. Let x ∈ R d be arbitrary. By Lemma 3.3, we can find s, t such that, t ≠ 0 and for all 1
Moreover, the elements a k are pairwise distinct. Now, color the set {1, 2, ..., N } by coloring k with the color of a k . By van der Waerden's theorem, there exists an arithmetic progression l 1 < l 2 < .. < l k of length k of the same color.
Then, s + l 1 t, s + l 2 t, ..., s + l k t ∈ Λ ∩ B R (x) are k elements of the same color in arithmetic progression.
Arithmetic progressions in Meyer sets
In this section we show that any Meyer set Λ ⊂ R d has arbitrary long arithmetic progressions.
For this entire section Λ ⊂ R d is a fixed Meyer set. 
We show that this R works.
We color ⋏(W ) with r colors the following way: Since ⋏(W ) ⊂ Λ + F , for each x ∈ ⋏(W ) there exists some 1 ≤ j ≤ r such that x ∈ t j +Λ. Then, color each x ∈ ⋏(W ) by the color min{j ∶ x ∈ t j + Λ}. We use the minimum since some x ∈ ⋏(W ) may belong to multiple sets t j + Λ, in which case we need to make a choice (any choice here makes the rest of the proof work). Let x ∈ R d be arbitrary. Now, by Theorem 4.4, there exists a monochromatic nontrivial arithmetic progression a 1 , .., a k of length k in ⋏(W )∩B R ′ (x). By our construction of the coloring, there exists some j such that a 1 , .., a k ∈ t j + Λ .
It follows that a 1 − t j , a 2 − t j , .., a k − t j ∈ Λ is a non-trivial arithmetic progression of length k. Moreover, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have
As an immediate consequence we get the following. Proof. Let N be so that the van der Waerden's theorem (Theorem 2.8) holds for r, k applied to {1, 2, ...N }.
By Theorem 5.1 there exists some R ′ such that, for all x ∈ R d the set
contains a nontrivial arithmetic progression of length N . The rest of the proof is identical to the one of Theorem 4.4.
Pure point diffractive sets
Now we can prove the following results, which is a weak Szemerdi's type theorem. 
In particular, Λ has arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 and n ∈ N be fixed. Then, by Proposition 2.13 the set
is relatively dense. Let t ∈ T be arbitrary, and let Γ t ∶= Λ ∩ (t + Λ) ∩ ... ∩ (nt + Λ). A simple computation shows that
Indeed, if s ∈ Λ Γ t , then s ∉ Λ ∩ (t + Λ) ∩ ... ∩ (nt + Λ). Let k be the smallest 0 ≤ k ≤ n such that s ∉ kt + Λ.
Since s ∈ Λ we have k ≥ 1 and s ∈ (k − 1)t + Λ. This shows that
which gives dens(Λ ∩ (t + Λ) ∩ ... ∩ (nt + Λ)) ≥ (1 − ǫ)dens(Λ) . Finally, for a fixed 0 < ǫ < 1, T is relatively dense and hence infinite. Then, we can pick some 0 ≠ t ∈ T and we get that 
For an overview of maximal density model sets and their properties see [4, 13] .
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.1 we get the following result. Finally ⋏(W ) is pure point diffractive with respect to B by [4, 13] .
The claim follows now from Theorem 6.1.
By combining this with [22] we get: We complete the section by introducing a class of pure point diffractive Delone sets which don't contain arithmetic progressions of length 3. Proposition 6.5. Let {a n } n∈Z ∈ R be such that a) lim n→±∞ a n = 0. b) . . . , a −n , . . . , a −2 , a −1 , 1, a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n , . . . are linearly independent over Q.
Define
Λ ∶= {n + a n ∶ n ∈ Z} Then, Λ is pure point diffractive and does not contain three elements in arithmetic progression.
Proof. First, since a n are linearly independent, we have n + a n ≠ m + a m for all n ≠ m. Indeed, if we assume by contradiction that there exists some n ≠ m such that n + a n = m + a m then (m − n) ⋅ 1 + 1 ⋅ a m + (−1) ⋅ a n = 0 , contradicting the linear independence. It follows that δ Λ − δ Z is a measure vanishing at infinity, and hence null weakly almost periodic [32] .
Therefore Λ is pure point diffractive [18] . More generally, Λ has the same diffraction as Z [18] , henceγ = δ Z .
The claim of not containing three points in arithmetic progression is an immediate consequence of the linear independence. Indeed, if (n + a n ), (m + a m ), (k + a k ) are three distinct elements in arithmetic progression then 2(m + a m ) = (n + a n ) + (k + a k ) 0 = (n + k − 2m) ⋅ 1 + 1 ⋅ a n + 1 ⋅ a k − 2 ⋅ a m Since m, n, k are distinct, this contradicts the linear independence of 1, a m , a n , a k . Example 6.6. An explicit such example is
Let us mention here that we suspect that the full Szemerédi Theorem is true in model sets, but the proof is probably very long and tedious, and beyond the scope of this paper. We state this here as a conjecture: Conjecture 6.7 (Szemerédi Conjecture for model sets). Let ⋏(W ) be a model set in a CPS (G, H, L) with non-compact and torsion free G, and let A be a van Hove sequence in G.
If Λ ⊂ ⋏(W ) is a subset such that dens A (Λ) > 0 , then Λ contains arithmetic progressions of arbitrary length.
